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Question 1)

As of June 2017, how many Member States have ratified the “2011 Tokyo Convention”? 

Bonus: Please name them.
Question 2)

When and where was the original Convention for Asia-Pacific signed?
Question 3)

Do the 21 State Parties that have ratified the 1983 Bangkok Convention also need to ratify the 2011 Tokyo Convention?

Bonus: Please explain.
Question 4)

How many Member States are needed for the 2011 Tokyo Convention to enter into force?

*Bonus: Why is ratification important?*
Question 5)

Please fill in the blank: Each Party shall take adequate measures for the development and maintenance of a _______________ that will provide higher education information.
Question 6)

Among the activities below, which is most clearly *not* in UNESCO Bangkok’s mandate as Secretariat?

a. Awareness raising
b. Policy advocacy
c. Building capacity
d. Ratification
e. Supporting national workshops
What is a “substantial difference” in the context of your country?
Describe one of the main challenges with regards to ratification and implementation of the 2011 Tokyo Convention.

Bonus: Please explain how we can overcome it.
Which Member State represented here today is **ready to ratify**?

All countries invited to comment...
Thank you!
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